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	Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the Garage, 9781931836401 (193183640X), Syngress Publishing, 2005
The perfect book for computer hobbyists, Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the Garage is sure to equally appeal both to kids with gift certificates looking for fun on a snowy January day as well as to adults eager to learn the basics of simple microcomputer design. The book will begin by teaching readers the basics of computer processing by discussing the functionality of the 9 chip on the Apple I motherboard. From there, readers will be taught the basics of memory access and video input and output. Readers then learn how to assemble the various hardware components into a fully functioning Apple I replica. Finally, readers will learn how to write their own applications to take run on their new/old computer.

*Written by the webmaster of AppleFritter.com, which is the most popular Mac hobbyist Web site on the internet with over 10,000 visitors a day. 

*Interest in vintage Apple I Computers is extremely high, with original machines selling for as much as $50,000. 

*The only modern-day book to address general microcomputer design from a hobbyist perspective
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Lipids in Aquatic EcosystemsSpringer, 2009
Evidence now suggests that the roles of essential fatty acids as growth promoters and as indices of health and nutrition are fundamentally similar in freshwater and marine ecosystems. "Lipids in Aquatic Ecosystems" integrates this divergent literature into a coordinated, digestible form. Chapters are organized so as to discuss and...

		

MacBook for DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Work with networks, share access, troubleshoot, and more 
Enjoy music and videos, cruise the Web, and even do some work -- from anywhere! 
Not only can your MacBook do everything a desktop computer can, it can do some things better! Find out how to use the cool iLife(r) applications, like iPhoto,(r)  iMovie,,(r)  and iTunes,(r)  plus gobs...

		

Building the Infrastructure for Cloud Security: A Solutions View (Expert's Voice in Internet Security)Apress, 2014

	


	For cloud users and providers alike, security is an everyday concern, yet there are very few books covering cloud security as a main subject. This book will help address this information gap from an Information Technology solution and usage-centric view of cloud infrastructure security. The book highlights the...





	

Learning Laravel's EloquentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop amazing data-based applications with Eloquent, the Laravel framework ORM


	About This Book

	
		Build highly efficient applications with the Eloquent ORM using an expressive syntax
	
		Get to grips with the power of relationships and how Eloquent handles them
	
		Go beyond simple...



		

Membrane Technology and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004


	My introduction to membranes was as a graduate student in 1963. At that time

	membrane permeation was a sub-study of materials science. What is now called

	membrane technology did not exist, nor did any large industrial applications

	of membranes. Since then, sales of membranes and membrane equipment have

	increased more than...

		

Investigating Computer CrimeCRC Press, 1996
Investigating Computer Crime will prove a welcome addition to any security department's library.
-Security Management

       Investigating Computer Crime presents practical methods for gathering electronic evidence and dealing with crimes involving computers. Based on material gathered from hundreds of investigators all over the...
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